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except one that the excitation should be included into the
source. Therefore, here the source is defined by an excitation
and by a section of the full structure, left of a virtual cutting
plane (colored red and named EF 1 in Figure 2). The
following chapters explain the concept of in situ TPA and the
way of the description of the source by determined forces. At
the end, the sums of path contributions with respect to the
reference outputs at the receiver points are discussed.

Introduction
The transfer path analysis (TPA) delivers a deep insight into
a complex vibrating structure, such as a passenger car. Based
on TPA results, solutions for the improvement of the vehicle
interior noise can be derived. Figure 1 shows a common
definition of the elements of a TPA model of a passenger car.
The source in the TPA model (typically a drivetrain) is
represented by forces. These forces are acting on receiver
transfer functions (RTFs) to the receiver (driver’s ears). By
evaluation of a TPA model, dominant excitations (like engine
orders) are detectable and their effect in combination with the
RTFs is assessable. While it is possible to analyze the forces
coming from the source and to interpret the RTFs through the
vehicle, the paths within the source are still unknown.
However, they may also contain potential for an improvement
regarding the acoustic behavior of a vehicle.

Figure 2: Application example, beam fixed at both ends

In situ TPA
There are several TPA methods described in the literature. A
comprehensive overview is given in [1]. The methods differ
in the interpretation and in the way of the technical procedure.
In principle, by use of any of the documented methods, it is
possible to identify critical paths for a vibrating structure. It is
only about the right way of interpretation.
It is worth to mention here, that the choice of the TPA method
used for the numerical analysis should refer to the method
usually used for the experimental TPA. This could be useful
for validation purposes between simulation and experiment,
as well as to achieve a planning benefit for an experimental
analysis based on a simulation pre-study, like intended here.
Any measurement for in situ TPA is made on the coupled
system. This is convenient and common for the experimental
TPA. In the following, the idea of the in situ TPA is reminded.
Elliott [2] addresses the in situ approach as source
characterization technique, done by measurements on the
coupled structure. Measured accelerations and FRFs of the
coupled system are used to determine equivalent forces (EFs)
representing the source (see Figure 3). The index “op” stands
for operational. The index “eq” stands for equivalent.

Figure 1: Common TPA model for a passenger car. The drivetrain
is defined as source and the car represented by receiver transfer
functions. The driver’s ears are the receiver.

Deriving paths through a drivetrain turns out to be
challenging. It is hard to measure needed frequency response
functions (FRFs) for the matrix inversion method due to
limited space in the structure. Additionally, inversion of the
inertance matrix can lead to wrong results if this matrix is illconditioned. In this work, a preliminary study is presented
which discusses the in situ TPA approach for a most compact
structure like a single component. Based on numerical results
the procedure is explained and the equivalent forces (EFs) are
compared between simulation and matrix inversion method.

Application example and analysis goal
The chosen application example is an abstract beam to
illustrate the influence of changing structure sections on the
equivalent forces at different positions. The beam is made of
steel and is clamped on both sides. Total weight is 8.2 kg. The
first mode shape is at around 200 Hz. Dimensions in Figure 2
are given in mm, fixation at the ends of the beam is not
illustrated. One excitation and two receivers are defined. The
intention of this work is to investigate the possibility to
separate source and receiving structure at an arbitrary chosen
position somewhere on the structure. This means that the
source definition is not related to any boundary condition,

Figure 3: Idea of in situ TPA
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this case, four random points are chosen with three forces
(force components) at each point, see Figure 5. The following
evaluation will show up to which frequency the source can be
assumed as decoupled from the receiving structure.

In the following, based on velocities and admittances, the
𝐞𝐪
starting point for describing 𝐟𝟐 is formulated as:
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To be able to exploit the in situ approach for the detection of
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detailed description can be found in [3], below only the
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Figure 5: Definition of the positions of the equivalent forces (EFs)

Evaluation of equivalent forces (EFs)
The EFs represent the source and can be interpreted as
blocked forces. Therefore, the results gained by matrix
inversion should match to Finite-Element (FE) simulation
results when the model is fixed at these points (see Figure 10).
In Figure 6 and Figure 7 the comparison between EFs and
numerical results are shown for three forces.
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It is worth to mention here, based on evaluation of equation 3,
that the EFs are only a property of the structural dynamics of
the defined source structure (here A) and of the applied
𝐨𝐩
excitation (here 𝐟𝟏 ). This is essential information for the
interpretation of the EFs and is further discussed in the
analysis chapter.

Analysis
The investigation is realized by the numerical transfer path
analysis (NTPA), published in [3]. The calculation is based
on a State-Space model exported from a simulation program
(here Adams from MSC Software). The process is shown in
Figure 4. Beside the model, some information about the
excitation point(s) and the target(s) is needed. Based on given
data the in situ TPA can be realized. The setup and calculation
results are presented in the following chapters.
Figure 6: Amplitude of EFs compared with forces from FEM

Figure 4: NTPA process – Domains shown: green is provided by
simulation engineer, black by TPA analyst

Setup
To decouple source and receiver a compromise between
practical/numerical limitations and spatial resolution of the
separation is needed. On the one hand, few measuring points
lead to a well-conditioned matrix for inversion and save
measurement effort, but probably the structure is
insufficiently decoupled. On the other hand, many points
would decouple sufficiently, but matrix inversion result may
not be reliable because of a high matrix condition number. In

Figure 7: Phase of EFs compared with forces from FEM
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The forces for comparison are chosen by amplitude: One force
with high, one with low and one with medium amplitude. A
perfect match can be recognized. The same can be observed
for the other forces. It is worth to mention here that the
condition number of the matrix for the given frequencies is in
the range between 100 and 13000, see Figure 8.

The reason for the additional peaks cannot be found in the
equivalent forces, because they are matching perfectly.
Therefore, probably the chosen nodes are not able to decouple
the source from the receiving structure. In the case that the
source is perfectly decoupled from the structure, the velocity
at the receivers locations should be close to zero, because the
supporting points at the defined positions take almost the
entire input energy and only a negligible amount of energy
reaches at the receiving structure. A simple test was
performed in order to prove this assumption, fixing and
exciting the beam as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Fixed beam in cutting plane EF1

The outputs at the lower and upper receiver are given in
Figure 11.
Figure 8: Condition number of matrix

Furthermore no regularization and no extra output points
(would result into pseudo inversion) are chosen. However, the
results are matching perfectly because of the good signal
quality of the simulated results.
Evaluation of path contributions
In principle, each chosen node together with the
corresponding EFs and RTF can be interpreted as a path to a
receiver. The sum of all path contributions should match the
reference output at the receiver. In Figure 9, the comparison
is shown. For the most dominant peaks, the synthesis results
match the outputs very well. Some deviations are marked by
red ellipsoids.

Figure 11: Velocity at the receivers for fixed part

There are significant velocity amplitudes at the frequencies
where the synthesis result in Figure 9 is unsatisfying.
Obviously, the chosen points are not able to represent the
source in a sufficient way for frequencies above 1000 Hz.
An alternative way to gain this conclusion based on
experimental results can be derived by fundamental
mechanics. In the case of a rigid connection between two
points, their relationship can be described only by a
kinematics. The kinematic relationship is defined by a
position vector and a rotation matrix. To describe this
relationship the relative position of the points to each other
needs to be known. When the measured relative movement
between these points is not matching to the kinematic
relationship, then probably a dynamical behavior is overlaid.
Interpretation of equivalent forces (EFs)
As mentioned in the beginning the EFs are influenced by the
excitation itself and by the structural dynamics of the defined
source. In Figure 12 the EFs for the plane EF 1 and the
velocity at the receivers are shown. The resonances of the
structure are very well visible at the receiver points. However,
the EFs are not containing any resonance. The small peak

Figure 9: Comparison of the sum of path contributions with the
reference velocity at the receiver locations
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around 300 Hz is related to the insufficient decoupling
between source and receiver.

Figure 14: EFs for different virtual cutting planes

Summary and Outlook

Figure 12: EFs in plane EF 1 and receiver velocities for the direction
of excitation at both receiver locations

The preliminary study has shown that even for such a compact
structure, like a small component, in situ TPA, based on
numerical results, is possible. Despite a high matrix condition
number, matrix inversion can be successfully accomplished
and the EFs are matching perfectly. Of course, this good result
is according to the good signal quality of the numerical
results.
Furthermore, the importance of the spatial resolution of EFs
is addressed. A discretization by a few nodes is able to
represent the defined source up to a frequency of 1000 Hz in
this case. If higher frequencies would be of interest the spatial
resolution must be increased. Then the inertance matrix would
become larger and matrix inversion could become more
challenging. In general, a higher spatial resolution for EFs
would lead higher matrix condition numbers. Therefore, a
simple method would be of interest to determine the necessary
spatial resolution for EFs is needed and can be still inverted
to achieve reliable results for a specific application.

Based on the explained properties of the EFs following
expectation can be formulated: The larger the proportions of
the entire structure at the source definition, the more
resonances characterize the EFs. For proving the mentioned
expectation, in the following different virtual cutting planes
are analyzed. In Figure 13 two additional virtual cutting
planes (EF 2 and EF 3) are visible. For each plane the source
lies on the left side containing the excitation and structure.
Most of the entire structure is part of the source definition for
EF 3.
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Figure 13: EFs for different virtual cutting planes
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